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Manreet Nijjar and Andrew Tobin, European
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Alan Goode, CEO, Goode Intelligence

17:05 Closing remarks from Chair

THE DIGITAL IDENTITY
PROBLEM: SOLVING
THE ISSUE OF TRUST
Alan Goode,
Goode Intelligence

The question of how we effectively and
securely identify people online and enable
them to perform digital tasks in a safe and
secure manner is one of the fundamental
issues of our time. The first challenge to
overcome is that there are multiple definitions
of what digital identity is. The market for
identity solutions is also complex and
fragmented, with many competing
technologies being used to solve some of the
problems facing our digital lives. Even NIST
in its Digital Identity Guidelines struggles to
pin down identity, stating that: “Without
context, it is difficult to land on a single
definition that satisfies all.”
With no simple or single solution to this
problem, there is a significant opportunity for
technology companies to develop targeted
solutions to solve specific problems. Is digital
identity a means to simply support digital
onboarding and comply with anti-money
laundering (AML) and know your customer
(KYC) regulations? Or is it something bigger
– a digital equivalent of a passport or national
identity scheme, and are we entering an era
of person-centric digital identity or selfsovereign identity?
eIDV services lead the way
In the absence of universal digital identities

"Right now we are in a
state of transition
where we will have a
combination of old and
new identity"
that can be used across services and
cross-border digital identity, eIDV
(electronic identity and document
verification) services solve a key
problem: how to prove a person’s
identity for access to online/remote
services.
eIDV services also remedy the issue
of trust between service providers
and their users. As David Britton, VP
Industry Solutions of Experian,
explained when interviewed for the
recent Goode Intelligence Digital
Identity & Document Verification
Market report (1): “Right now we are
in a state of transition where we will
have a combination of old and new
identity – physical ID documents and
digital identity. This is where eIDV is
solving an immediate problem.”

Customer identification
The ability to ‘onboard’ new customers to
services through remote digital channels,
web and mobile is a pressing need for many
organisations looking to reduce their physical
footprint and to support digital transformation
projects while reducing the risk of fraud. eIDV
services address this by proving an
individual’s identity, while also supporting
digital onboarding and meeting the latest
AML, KYC and customer due diligence (CDD)
regulations.
Specifically, digital identity and document
verification systems answer these questions:
Is it a real user?
Is the user authorised to use the data
presented?
Can the service provider conduct business
with the user?
What is the risk of doing business with the
user?
Features of eIDV
eIDV services offer a combination of evermore accurate facial recognition, document
verification, and a growing variety of
verifiable identity sources (data and signals),
increasingly powered by machine learning
(ML) and artificial intelligence (AI). As a
result, service providers are adopting these
solutions in ever-increasing numbers.
Goode Intelligence has determined that there
are four main elements of digital identity and
document verification services, linked to the
four questions outlined above:
Genuine presence assurance: establishing
that the entity is a real person and not
synthetic. This is usually managed by
using a camera, either smartphone or
webcam, to capture the entity’s face and
then using a number of technologies to
ensure that it is a live face.

Corroboration and risk mitigation: the
validation of captured images, faces and
documents. Depending on the risk
appetite, a range of techniques – including
collecting device and network signals and
data – will be used to feed into the risk
engine to verify the entity’s identity and
validity, in order to perform a certain task,
such as opening up an account.
Document capture: the secure capture of
the trusted document that is being
presented to a service provider, and
verification that this document is not a fake
and has not been tampered with.
Orchestration: coordinating the workflow
that manages the processes and ties all
the disparate technologies and data
sources together.

The figure below shows these four
main components, visualising an endto-end process and outlining the main
technology methods commonly used:

Genuine presence assurance
A key challenge in remote identity
verification is to offer ‘genuine
presence assurance’. In other words,
it is essential to know that you are
dealing with a living person and
not a ‘fake’ one that is trying
to spoof the system into
thinking that it is genuine.

As Clive Bourke, EMEA & APAC president at
Daon, explains: “Methods to prevent
impersonation which ensure it is a real
person, are vital. Liveness detection
algorithms that combine both passive and
active assessments provide the best
protection against fraud.”
Biometric systems play a key role here in
enabling digital identity verification services.
They replace humans when it comes to
verifying the identity of a person in remote,
unattended scenarios. So instead of a bank
or telecoms company employee verifying the
image on a government-issued document
against the face of the customer in-branch or
in-store, facial recognition software captures
their facial image, then verifies it against the
image extracted from the government-issued
document.
An essential part of genuine presence
assurance is liveness and spoof detection,
commonly called presentation attack
detection (PAD). A robust facial recognition
system used for digital identity verification
must be able to deter common spoof attacks,
and determine whether a person is real and
present during the identity verification
process. Modern facial recognition algorithms
offer multiple benefits here, including:
Quality assurance of the live image
captured and the scanned image, to make
sure they are suitable for facial
recognition.
Liveness techniques including eye blink,
head movement, texture, light reflection,

sharp lines perspective changes and
behaviour
Facial watchlist searching of previous
fraudulent applications.
Facial search of previous applicants in a
specific period or high-risk cohort of
applicants or all applicants, to detect
applications which have different claimed
identity data but the same person’s face.
The accuracy of facial algorithms has also
improved significantly, due to the availability
of machine learning and deep neural network
(DNN) capabilities, combined with much
larger and more diverse data sources and the
ability to continuously train algorithms on real
data.
Document verification
Another major challenge in digital identity
verification is to establish that any documents
being presented to a service provider are not
fake and have not been tampered with. This
could include documents such as passports
(biometric and non-biometric), drivers'
licences and national identity cards.
Depending on the workflow, this activity is
generally either the first or second process
that will be followed as part of the end-to-end
digital identity verification service. Using a
government-issued document with an image
for identity verification meets AML/KYC
regulation and has traditionally been carried
out in a physical office or retail store under
the supervision of a trained person (for
instance in a bank branch when opening an
account). But with the growth of digital
services and the switch from having physical
bank branches and retail stores, document
capture and verification is moving to digital.
In this approach, the identity information is
captured from the document either using a
smartphone camera or personal computer
webcam; or it can be done via NFC – near

field communications – when an identity chip
exists (e.g. with biometric passports). The
introduction of machine learning and AI
technology is having a positive effect on
accuracy rates and reliability here. However,
it is important not to oversell the capabilities
of AI in this area, especially when applied to
document authentication and verification.
Even with the help of AI, accuracy rates are
generally in the 80 percent bracket and
human analysis is often required to increase
accuracy.

"Document accuracy is not where it should
be. The combination of machine learning and
human review may add grit into the process
and introduce cost but serves to provide a
positive outcome for customers"
It is clear that document capture and
verification accuracy is an important metric in
terms of assessment. The solution has to be
able to capture fake identity documents in
order to ensure AML/KYC compliance and to
ensure that fraud rates are manageable. But
as stated above, document verification has
varying levels of accuracy: Goode
Intelligence’s research shows that accuracy
rates, where auto verification is successful,
are currently running at around 80 percent;
some 15 percent of solutions are generally
viewed as being suspicious and in need of
additional verification – usually by human
analysts – and five percent fail and are
viewed as fraudulent. As Clive Bourke at
Daon said: “Document accuracy is not where
it should be. The combination of machine
learning and human review may add grit
into the process and introduce cost but
serves to provide a positive outcome
for customers.”
Accuracy rates can be higher with biometric
passports where information, including
biometric data, is read from a chip using NFC
and then verified.

Of course, not all passports are biometric and
this technique is still only available on certain
Android devices. However, a recent
announcement by Apple points to iPhones
supporting this feature in the next version of
iOS (v13), for iPhone 7 handsets and above.
Leveraging NFC for biometric chip reading
improves the quality of the images used, by
extracting directly from a chip rather than
using a scanned image.
Solving the trust issue
The final components in successful digital
identity and document verification are
corroboration, orchestration and risk
management, as follows:
Corroboration involves using signal and
data collection to improve the accuracy
rates in identity verification.
Orchestration, or workflow, services are an
imperative for service providers aiming to
offer comprehensive end-to-end identity
and document verification services. They
use behavioural biometrics to prevent
fraudsters getting as far as the front door.
The risk management or decision-making
element of identity and document
verification is increasingly important.
These services ultimately establish, based
on the data passed to them, whether a
person’s identity can (a) be trusted, (b) is
not illegal and (c) is tied to a person that is
authorised to perform a certain action (e.g.
opening up a bank account or reserving a
shared room).

Identity data
Identity signals and data can offer a
significant means of improving the
accuracy of identity verification,
supplementing other components such as
document verification and facial
recognition. These data sources range
from the traditional – ie, name, social
security number and mobile number – to
what David Britton at Experian calls
"the digital exhaust consumers

Market drivers for
digital identity and
document
verification services
include supporting
digital on-boarding,
age verification,
meeting AML and
KYC legislation, and
providing a
foundation for trust
in the sharing
economy.

are emitting", such as their data derived from
social networks. These sources include:
MNO (mobile network operator) data –
including active data from MNOs and the
mobile device itself.
Citizen data – sourced from a utility or
government database.
Credit data – derived from a registered
credit agency or bureau, which manages
consumer credit information on individuals.
Electoral rolls – government data on
citizens enrolled to vote.
Government-issued and collated
databases and data – including national
insurance data, drivers' licences and
passports.
Consumer data – sourced from direct
marketing campaigns.
Property files – data issued by the
government, detailing property ownership.
Utility data – relating to national utility
providers such as telephone, gas,
electricity and water.
Watchlists – country screening programme
lists, such as those run by the US
Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) or the Australian
Government Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade (DFAT).
Market growth
There are a number of market drivers for
digital identity and document
verification services. They include supporting
digital onboarding, age verification, meeting

AML and KYC legislation, and providing a
foundation for trust in the sharing economy.
As a result, a range of industries are leading
the drive to adopt these services. They
include financial services and insurance;
telecoms; eCommerce, notably the sharing
economy and adult markets; gaming,
including gambling and video gaming; and
physical retail.
Looking at two leading markets in particular:
In the financial services and insurance
sector, the adoption of electronic identity and
document verification has been strongly
driven by a combination of AML/KYC
compliance, fraud reduction and digital
transformation programmes. As Clive Bourke
of Daon said in an interview with Goode
Intelligence in February 2019: “Across banks
there is a growing interest in eIDV. Every
second bank that Daon engages with in
terms of sales engagement is interested in
this area.”
The ability to quickly and securely onboard
new customers using smartphones has many
benefits to financial service providers and fits
in with the strategy of challenger banks and
FinTech providers who only have a digital
presence. For these banks, the ability to run
financial services without a physical branch is
a prime consideration, so the ability to
onboard new customers and allow them to
open accounts by proving their identity on a

smartphone or via a web session is essential. This is
why challenger banks such as Monzo, Revolut and
Starling are leading the way in supporting digital
identity and document verification.
Telecoms is also seeing strong adoption growth of
eIDV, around two main scenarios: where the telecom
operator is a service provider of electronic identity
and document verification; and where the provider is
a buyer of eIDV services for its own customers.
There is significant opportunity for telecom providers
to play a pivotal role in the identity verification market
as MNOs hold valuable information about mobile
subscribers including name, mobile number and
geolocation information. Vendors such as Gemalto, a
Thales company, are strong in this sector.

CASE STUDY

Summary
In conclusion, the development of
biometric -based digital and
electronic identity and document
verification services provide a
means to effectively identify people
online, enabling them to perform
digital tasks in a safe and secure
manner. As a result, these solutions
are now being adopted across a
number of organisations and
industries worldwide.
Reference
1. ‘Digital Identity & Document Verification Market &
Technology Analysis Adoption Strategies & Forecasts
2019-2024’. Goode Intelligence, 24 May 2019.
https://www.goodeintelligence.com/report/digitalidentity-document-verification-market-technologyanalysis-adoption-strategies-forecasts-2019-2024/

New Zealand’s Department of Internal Affairs
A leading example of the use of digital identities is the New Zealand Government’s
Department of Internal Affairs (DIA).

The DIA had a core business objective: to increase the uptake of the ‘RealMe’ verified identity
service, a government-issued digital identity that New Zealanders use to prove who they are
online for a range of purposes, from opening a bank account to applying for student loans.
A RealMe-verified identity, along with a user’s proof of address, is convenient both for the
individual and online service providers such as banks, who need to satisfy KYC and AML
regulations. But the problem was that many people who applied for RealMe-verified identities
stopped short when they got to the final step, requiring them to visit a New Zealand PostShop for
an in-person face image capture using Daon’s retail outlet desktop software.
Some 43 percent of people applying for a RealMe-verified identity dropped off at this verification
stage due to the requirement to go to a PostShop. So the DIA needed a way to improve
convenience by letting applicants take a selfie on a mobile app, or through a mobile or desktop
web browser, and send it digitally to the DIA.

The solution it chose was a national digital identity establishment capability, provided via a web
photo capture or mobile app and secured by Daon biometrics, incorporating client and serverside liveness capabilities. The DIA and its partner in the project, Kiwibank, collaborated with
Daon on a long-term project to design, deploy, test and secure this service. Daon provided a
combination of multiple client-side and server-side liveness capabilities. These allowed any New
Zealand passport holder to not only take a selfie and transmit it via the RealMe Now app, or via a
mobile or desktop web browser, but also allowed Daon’s IdentityX Server Platform to issue
liveness challenges via the app or browser.
These liveness techniques include both passive and active checks – active, for example,
includes asking an applicant to nod, shake and blink. The resulting liveness challenge response
videos are then checked in real time by the server platform, countering potential attacks and
helping to ensure that the applicant truly is the individual contained in the selfie.
This biometric capability at the heart of the RealMe Now app has been welcomed by the public.
Within a few months, around 10,000 New Zealand passport holders used the app to apply for a
RealMe-verified identity. The addition of the secure web channel has also extended RealMe
facial capture to web browsers and other devices, giving more New Zealanders the option to take
their own photo.

SPEAKERS
Joe Bloemendaal, Head of Strategy, Mitek Systems
A serial entrepreneur, business leader and ID strategist. Joe has been developing, evangelizing and selling ID&V solutions for close to 15 years.
Interestingly, he doesn’t see himself as an industry expert or a thought leader, but rather a passionate, trusted adviser with extensive experience in
building verification solutions with both small and large enterprises, and, with that comes some idea of what to do and what not to do to be
successful. “I believe we can unlock the true potential of global connected economies if we can learn to trust people online like we can in person. To
do that, we have to think about our online identity. We need to start using the attributes that provide trust in the real world, in the digital world.”
Shelley Bryen, Marketing Director, WorldReach Software
Shelley Bryen has been the Marketing Director at WorldReach Software since 2009. Having worked in the technology industry for more than 25
years, her industry knowledge includes embedded technology, consular, border management, seamless travel and digital identity verification. Prior
to joining WorldReach, Ms. Bryen worked in product management/marketing and strategic alliances at CADLINK Technology, QNX Software
Systems, Wind River Systems, and ALT Software. Her professional activities include: the Digital ID & Authentication Council of Canada’s (DIACC)
Pan-Canadian Trust Framework (PCTF) Expert Committee (TFEC), the International Border Management and Technologies Association (IBMATA),
the Biometrics Institute, and Women in Identity. WorldReach’s Know Your Traveller (KYT) platform is the basis for the digital services for identity
verification to support the EU Exit Settlement Scheme, known as the UK Home Office EU Exit: ID Document Check app.
Andrew Churchill, Security Consultant & Researcher
Andrew Churchill has over 20 years’ experience working in security within Government, Industry and Academia, in particular cyber security and
financial crime. He has led the cyber crime task force and co-ordinated security technology requirements for HMG, acted as subject matter expert on
a European Union cyber crime and terrorism programme, sits on the Federal Reserve’s Secure Payments Task Force, has recently completed the
UK’s Open Banking Threat Assessment Exercises, and is providing guidance on mitigating actions to Regulators to prevent vulnerabilities being
exploited. In addition to his consultancy work, he is also currently lead author of the British Standards Institution’s ‘Digital Identification &
Authentication Code of Practice’, adopted by UK Finance as meeting their regulatory obligations, and is developing technology benchmarking in this
regard in partnership with GCHQ’s Academic Centre of Excellence, Royal Holloway. He acts as a cyber/financial fraud adviser to numerous
institutions and associations, including the Emerging Payments Association, Kompli-Global, Huntswood, inter alia, In addition to his first degree he
holds Masters in Defence & Security Analysis (MA, Lancaster) and Information Security (MSc, Royal Holloway).
Schehrezade Davidson, CEO, Tricerion Limited
Schehrezade Davidson began her first career in financial services and equity fund management, where she was a highly ranked fund manager
running retail unit trusts and institutional pension fund money at HSBC Asset Management. At RAB Capital, she went on to run a hedge fund
investing in early stage technology companies on the cusp of commercialisation. At RAB Capital she was a main board director at its listing on AIM.
In her second career, she is currently the CEO of Tricerion Limited, whose solution uses Neurographic Passwords to stop Spoof Phishing. The
patent protected software allows for mutual digital authentication for all – addressing issues to do with age, literacy and accessibility in one offering.
Schehrezade is a believer that technology is a force for good.
Alan Goode, CEO, Chief Analyst and Founder of Goode Intelligence
Alan Goode is the CEO, Chief Analyst and Founder of Goode Intelligence, a world-leading identity and biometrics research and consulting
organisation founded in 2007 and based in London. With 13 years of research and analysis experience and 17 years of senior management and
technology consultancy including strategy and deployment, Alan is an expert in biometrics, authentication/identity, fraud management and cyber
security. His previous roles include Head of Information Security at T-Mobile UK, Security Practice Manager at Atos Origin, Head of Digital Security
at De La Rue Identity Systems (including biometric passports) and Security Analyst for Citibank (Payments).
Charlotte Hackett, Associate Director, psd Group
Charlotte Hackett is an Associate Director working in the Technology sector at psd specialising in the Identity, Authentication & Biometric industry
globally. For several years, Charlotte has hired Commercial, Technical and Leadership positions at Executive, Non-Executive and Board level,
supporting many cutting edge start-ups as well as industry leaders as a trusted consultant in her field.
Mark Harvey, Chief Revenue Office, IPification
Mark has worked in the fintech and telecom industries for more than 20 years, creating innovative new products that have inspired end users across
the globe. As an accomplished business leader who has taken startups to multimillion-dollar exits, he joined IPification as the Chief Revenue Officer
in October 2019. His focus is on driving partnerships with telecom operators around the globe, and companies from other industries that believe
mobile authentication must be frictionless, secure and fully protect the user data and privacy.
Ray Hockley, Senior Pre-Sales Solution Manager, Security Business Group – EMEA Hitachi Europe Ltd
Ray has been with Hitachi since 2014 working with Finger Vein technology. Prior to that, he has worked at a number of financial organisations and
banks including Swiss Re, Barclays, Deutsche Bank, ING, Merrill Lynch, Morgan Grenfell and Standard Chartered Bank. With a long history in
payments, trading and cash reconciliation in the financial sector, together with retail experience at companies like Diageo, BP, Xerox and security
experience while working on military projects, he has a broad background of business and technical experience.
Martin Ingram, Identity & Access Management Product Owner, Royal Bank of Scotland
Martin Ingram is the Identity & Access Management Product Owner for RBS, in charge of transforming identity & access management for RBS to
support new customer digital journeys and requirements such as PSD2. Prior to RBS he has had a broad experience in security both from a vendor
and a client organisation perspective having consulted or worked for organisations in Europe, America and Australia. As such he has been involved
in IAM, Crypto systems, Content Security and malware amongst many other security domains. Martin has a background in engineering and has
been on the board of several start-up technology companies.
Dan Johnson, Vice President, Identity Products, Mastercard
Dan Johnson is vice president, Identity Products for Mastercard based in London. He is a key leader in Mastercard’s initiative to create an effective,
efficient and principled model of digital identity in an increasingly connected world. His team is helping to define how a person’s identity, and the
entities operating on their behalf, can be verified immediately, safely and securely, across multiple touchpoints in both the digital and physical
worlds. Prior to joining Mastercard, Mr Johnson was head of digital identity at HSBC Digital Solutions, where he worked with the UK government and
a public/private consortium to define a multi-sector, multi-jurisdiction digital identity ecosystem designed to streamline cross-border bank account
opening. Mr Johnson holds a BSc Hons in Information Systems with German from Staffordshire University.

SPEAKERS
Emma Lindley, Co-founder of Women in Identity
Emma Lindley is an advisor on digital identity and co-founder of Women in Identity, a not for profit organisation focused on developing talent and
diversity in the identity industry. Over a career of 16 years in identity Emma has held various roles, most recently as Head of Identity and Risk at
Visa, previous board level roles at Confyrm, Innovate Identity and The Open Identity Exchange, and was instrumental in the commercial
development of GB Group’s position in the identity market back in 2003. She has been recognised in the KNOW Identity Top 100 leaders in Identity
in 2017, 2018 and 2019, the Innovate Finance Powerlist for Women 2016 and 2017, and was voted CEO of the year at the KNOW Identity Awards.
She has an MBA from Manchester Business School and completed her thesis in Competitive Strategy in the Identity Market.
Mark Matthews, Vice President, UK & Ireland, Daon
Mark is a business leader with over 20 years’ experience in growing and building software businesses in the Financial Services and FinTech Market.
He is recognised for sales success and strategy development in complex enterprise and cloud software solutions in the Financial and FinTech
markets. Mark has worked with internet start-ups and more recently was MD of an enterprise cloud services company. He has recently joined Daon
as Vice President, UK and Ireland.
Chris Michael, Head of Technology, Open Banking & CEO, Ozone
Chris is an experienced industry expert in building cross functional teams, technology platforms and digital products for global brands. He is
currently leading development of the UK Open Banking Standard, including creation of the collaboration and governance model which covers both
regulatory compliance and commercial requirements. Chris is a strategic innovator and founder of Ozone, a FinTech providing Open Banking
technology solutions and advisory services to banks, third parties and regulators in UK, Europe and globally.
Nick Mothershaw, Executive Director, Open Identity Exchange
Nick is an Executive Director of the Open Identity Exchange, a member’s organisation whose goal is to make it easier for consumers, organisations
and things to trust each other when interacting online. He was previously Director of ID and Fraud solutions at Experian where he was responsible
for the strategic development of Experian’s fraud and identity solutions for both the public and private sectors. Nick has a depth of knowledge
regarding Identity solutions for a variety of different sectors (e.g. government, finance, age related) using different verification techniques spanning
data validation to document selfie verification. Key to ID trust is mitigating against ID theft, and Nick also has expert knowledge in fraud detection
and prevention tools. Nick was also director of a company providing global solutions within the broader Criminal Justice arena. Here he architected
the Scottish Intelligence Database: the only cross force intelligence sharing and matching solution in the UK. He also exported best of breed UK
crime management systems to Australia and the US. Nick has also worked for IBM in the healthcare and utilities sector, and began his career as a
mainframe systems analyst with a large UK brewer and pub company. He has a degree in Computer Science.
Dr Manreet S NijjarDoctor and Founder of Digital Identity company Truu
Dr Manreet Nijjar is a practicing Infectious Diseases and General Medicine Physician who has been working in the NHS for over a decade. He has
recently completed his Consultant training and is focusing on creating a trusted decentralised digital identity for doctors and associated healthcare
workers. He has worked on this problem for the last three years and is working with leading global organisations in the digital identity space and is a
recognised international speaker on the subject. Dr Nijjar also contributed to the health section of Lord Holmes’s report on blockchain.
Frank Smith, Chair ENLETS Mobile
Frank Smith has worked in law enforcement and technology, including 37 years with the UK Home Office. This has included biometrics, mobiles and
travel document security; and work on front-line border control for UK Border Force, in France. He has considerable international experience,
representing the UK on the management board of eu-LISA, has managed new legislation, and has been Private Secretary to the UK Minister for
Immigration. Frank was lead author of ‘Strong Identity, Strong Borders’ for the Secure Identity Alliance (2017/18). He Chairs the EU working group
on law enforcement use of mobiles (ENLETS Mobile) and has written on biometrics good practice. He has spoken at several international
conferences and continues to focus on new technologies than can improve security and throughput at the border for all stakeholders.
Andrew Tobin, European Managing Director, Evernym
Andrew Tobin is a technology strategist. He has a history of delivering innovative technology solutions to complex business problems in the
converging worlds of banking, mobile and identity markets. At Evernym he has been intricately involved in the growth of self-sovereign identity from
theory into practice. He spends the majority of his time helping organisations to understand the implications and opportunities for their business, and
showing them how it works in reality. He is a well-known evangelist, speaker and writer on the topic and loves the "ah-ha" moment when people
realise the huge potential that digital credentials bring to the entire online ecosystem.
Cindy White, Vice President, Global Marketing, Mitek Systems
Cindy White is Vice President of Global Marketing at Mitek Systems, a global leader in digital identity verification and mobile capture technology
solutions. Cindy has worked across industries, high-tech categories and marketing disciplines. She has a proven ability to integrate marketing and
sales teams to achieve exceptional results for both brands and business. Passionate about leadership, Cindy has developed a reputation for
building high-performing teams in complex and fast-paced environments. Prior to Mitek, Cindy led marketing at enterprise companies including FICO
and Microsoft. Originally from Johannesburg, South Africa, Cindy resides in San Diego, California with her husband and two children.
Simon Wood, CEO, Ubisecure
Simon is responsible for planning, communicating and delivering Ubisecure’s overall vision and corporate strategy to enable the true potential of
digital business through modern identity management solutions. Prior to joining Ubisecure, Simon was CTO at GMO GlobalSign, a leading global
Certification Authority, where he led the technical and strategic growth of the company. Simon has also held executive positions QuantumWave
Capital where he led the Venture Building practice, Talecom, an enterprise mobile software company, Artilium PLC, the mobile virtual network
enabler, and flyingSPARK, a mobile applications company. Simon graduated with a Bachelor of Engineering in Electronic Engineering from
Southampton University. He holds multiple patents in the field of mobile internet software systems design.

Welcome to the decade of identity in financial services
The last ten years has seen the world of financial
services forever transformed. Beginning with the
aftermath of the financial crisis and ending with more
technological innovation than ever before, and the
reality is we’re now banking and transacting in a
brave new world.
This transformation has taken many forms: enhanced
regulatory pressure, with the likes of AML4/5, PSD2
and GDPR making their entrance; neobanks disrupting
the financial market – and traditional banks
transforming their models to play catch up; the rise of
cryptocurrencies powered by blockchain; and most
recently, the arrival of AI and automation into our
financial lives.
So, it’s safe to say our feet are firmly in the ‘new’ world
of banking – this is great for financial independence
and choice, but it also raises important questions about
the need for security, safety, and trust in online
transactions. We know that 94 percent of consumers
want to complete transactions online, and 85 percent
want to do it via websites that safely verify the identity
of all users. This means that securing identities is now
a critical differentiator for banks, fintechs and financial
institutions, with several key trends shaping this.
Governments and big banks moving towards
digital identities
By 2020, half of the world’s population will be online –
with the other half expected to be connected by 2025*.
As we move towards a fully digital future where every
transaction happens online (or authenticated online),
we need to adopt solutions that will enable us to
navigate the online world seamlessly. One such
solution is owning a digital identity. We have already
seen digital identity verification systems in airports and
using mobile identity verification to open bank accounts
on our mobiles is a growing trend.
We should see some of Europe’s big banks making the
move towards digital identity technologies this year. In
the coming months and years, we hope to see the UK

Joe Bloemendaal,
Head of Strategy, Mitek

government step up their efforts
significantly too. For both government and
the big banks, getting ahead of the curve
with identity verification technologies will
be crucial – especially as some countries
are already actively moving towards this
future.
Moving neobanks to emerging markets
means wider adoption of identity
technologies
The rapid expansion of neobanks across
Europe has revolutionised and disrupted
our traditional banking infrastructure.
Research from AT Kearney found that by
2023, these banks could have up to 85
million customers, that’s 20 percent of the
European population over the age of 14.
As emerging markets like Latin America
and the Middle East focus on
technological innovation in industries like
oil and energy, we can expect to see the
global expansion of several major
neobanks. As customers all over the
world move to a digital-first way of life,
their behaviours will be reflected in the
way they bank.
With this growth comes growing security
risks. Digital identity verification
technologies that keep customers and
banks secure will help neobanks comply
with any stringent new regulations that
will be necessary – ensuring new
customers trust the challengers.
*UN Broadband Commission sets global broadband
targets to bring online the world’s 3.8 billion not
connected to the Internet, ITU January 2018

security layer in another form – and that’s
where digital identity verification comes in.

The personalisation of banking means replacing
‘in-person' identity verification
We’ll continue to see record numbers of bank branch
closures across Europe, as demand for mobile-only
services increases and transactions shift online. To
combat the threat, traditional banks are ramping up
the scale and sophistication of mobile and online
services they offer their customers and investing in
new and exciting ways for people to bank digitally.
Some will stumble while others fly – it all depends on
their appetite to invest in new technologies and
better insight-driven solutions.
In response, challenger banks, free of legacy
systems and traditional infrastructures, will launch
bigger, better, more relevant features, in response to
customer demands for speed and simplicity. This
means more personalised services – from advanced
chatbots that can respond to more complex queries
and send push notifications to remind you to pay
bills, to WhatsApp services that enable customers to
bank like they’re talking to friends. Ironically, while
personalised digital banking goes mainstream, inperson banking will reach its final curtain. The
ultimate demise of ‘in-person’ means providing that

Making strong customer authentication
a reality
2019 will be remembered for being the
year that the latest iteration of PSD2 –
strong customer authentication (SCA) –
went into hibernation. Too many failed to
get their ducks in a row in order to comply,
but now, failure is no longer an option. We
must see every bank, financial services
provider, retailer, online marketplace, and
payments company gearing up their
strategy and their ‘regtech’ investments to
ensure SCA becomes a reality. No longer
like kids struggling to get their homework in
on time, banks and financial institutions
have no other option but to invest in
technology that will secure the future of
identity for payments and transactions
online.
Put simply, it’s time for the financial
services sector to really step up their
game. It’s a matter of survival, banks and
financial institutions must make the right
moves: investing in identity verification
technologies to ensure security for banks
and their customers, and ‘regtech’ to
enable regulatory compliance, while
keeping a laser focus on the needs of
every customer. The hard part is that, in
the end, we are human beings and as such
technology needs to be designed around
the needs of the customer, painstakingly
developed for the person using the
product, giving them a beautiful experience
without the feel of ‘a machine’.
This is hard, but is the true
secret to success, the perfect balance of
people and technology, that is the
holy grail and the ones that succeed will be
the ones to lead the way as the heroes
of this decade.

CASE STUDY
Using biometrics to strike the perfect balance
between security and usability - a case study
from Barclays Bank and Hitachi
In 2014 Barclays Bank was facing a challenge with its corporate banking
clients using its digital banking channels. Reliant on only one option where
a PIN was needed to login and make transactions, clients were frequently
losing their PIN numbers as well as sharing them with the result that it was
difficult to verify that the right person was authorising and making
payments. Equally importantly at this time was that the banking industry
was seeing a rise in malware based fraud attacks on corporate digital
channel users. This malware was enabling fraudsters to capture PINs and
passwords by logging keystrokes or monitoring the user’s computer screen.
A solution was needed that would eliminate these problems – biometric
technology. As Ravi Ahluwalia, General Manager, Security Business Group
EMEA, Hitachi Europe explains, “the objective was clear: it was absolutely
making sure that the person making the transaction was the right person and
was authorised to do so.”
Getting the right partner to deploy a solution
was critical and Hitachi was selected due to a
number of points. Ray Hockley, Senior
Pre-Sales Solution Manager, Security
Business Group EMEA, Hitachi Europe takes
up the story. “We have strong technology
and expertise in this field and we’re very
open to doing co-creation work with
large customers and partners. We were
able to clearly demonstrate this to Barclays
through the success levels in testing – getting
people enrolled by using our Finger Vein
reader. The combination of finger vein
technology with PKI and smartcard
technology is very powerful and was the first
of its kind. This innovation was very effective
and much better than what the Barclays team
had seen with other biometrics.”

After witnessing the performance and
reliability of Hitachi’s Finger Vein reader,
Barclays deployed these devices to several
thousand of its clients. The results were
outstanding. As well as achieving the
objective of ensuring that the right people
were carrying out transactions, a customer
survey carried out with the group reported a
100 percent customer satisfaction rating. Not
only were payments being made securely
and correctly but customer convenience had
also been significantly improved by removing
the need to remember yet another PIN in a
world where everyone has to remember so
many passwords and passcodes. “The
introduction of this biometric technology was
very important, especially at a time when
fraud attacks and account takeover attempts

were increasing” explains Shameet Shah, Head of Digital Client Security for Barclays Corporate
Banking. “The finger vein solution provided us and our clients with the perfect balance between
security and usability. No PINs/passwords to forget, share or be stolen, coupled with
the ability to approve high value transactions just by using your finger.”
So what do organisations need to consider when they are deploying biometric
technology? Ray shares his insight: “Reliability and track record of the supplier is key – the
solution needs to work. We’ve experienced a case with a recent customer in Russia where the
original solution deployed simply didn’t work. So they asked us to deploy our solution which has
also received 100 percent customer satisfaction. From a security perspective it’s also essential
to check how the biometric template is captured and stored – this is one of our strengths,
particularly for corporate banking. I also recommend that you look at the ability of the supplier to
implement its technology in different ways, for example working as a co-creator.”
The Future
With Barclays set to deploy further Finger Vein readers to its customers, including a new mobile
version for use on the move, Hitachi has recently launched its latest product using hand gesture
technology, allowing users to authenticate with a simple wave. Find out more from the team
today or visit www.hitachidigitalsecurity.com

Where Hitachi solutions are used

Operating system log in
Banking and Payments
PKI backed transaction
and document signing
Access control/time and
attendance
ATM transactions
Retail payment solutions

WHY WOMEN IN IDENTITY?
Initially, the founders of Women in Identity
weren’t certain of the need for a ‘women-in’
group in the identity industry, or what its
mandate would be. But after a meetup at
Identiverse, the level of interest and demand
was clear. And so too was a desire to
address some developing issues around AI
and other identity technology. The founders,
Emma Lindley, Colette d’Alessandro and
Pam Dingle could see that the make-up of
organisations across the sector is in fact
creating real barriers to the successful
application of the technology they develop.
“The lack of diverse teams across the identity
sector is leading to a situation where vital
products, products with real socio-economic
impact, are being developed with
unconscious bias baked into them,” says
Emma Lindley. “And it’s not because
anybody wakes up in the morning and says
‘I’m going to make a product that doesn’t
work particularly well for one set of human
beings.’ But the reality is – if you have
homogenous teams, you’re going to miss
things.”
The lack of diversity in the industry may also
fuel differences in performance between
different demographics, and therefore
accusations of bias against identity
technology, in particular, facial recognition
technologies. And while they draw the big
headlines today, there is a more pervasive,
potentially destructive problem that the
industry has yet to get a grip on.
Having a ‘women in’ group is a great support
network for the five percent or so of people
who work in our sector. And networking is

one of our four strategic pillars. But really, as
an industry, we need to think about how we
design, develop and test products that will
work for ALL people. Our vision and mission
is that digital identity solutions intended FOR
everyone need to be built BY everyone. We
are championing greater diversity across
teams because we honestly believe that this
is the only way to ensure we build the best
products as an industry.
Women in Identity was officially launched as
a not-for-profit in June 2019, and
membership recently eclipsed 600 members
across N America, Europe, Africa and
Australasia. In December 2019, the
organisation was named one of the 10 most
influential organisations in the digital identity
community by Goode Intelligence. Its four
strategic pillars include events and
networking, career development through a
jobs board, internships and mentoring to help
prepare women for more senior roles in the
industry and research into diversity and
issues around inclusion.
Membership is free of charge to all in order to
ensure support is as accessible as possible.
As more and more women come forward to
challenge and lead the diversity debate, we
hope to provide a platform which will support
the industry in making the best use of its
existing people. And ensure sustainable
success across the sector by attracting new,
diverse talent that reflects the ultimate users
of our products.
Want to know more? Visit
www.womeninidentity,org and
follow us on Twitter
(@WomeninID) and LinkedIn
(@Womeninidentity)

IPification: A New Generation of Secure Mobile Identity
In today’s world, one of the things that is
constant about our identities is our mobile
phone number.
Our mobile devices are always with us - even
when we forget our government-issued IDs
we do not forget our mobile phones. And we
use them every day to access online services
like email, chat, music and video streaming,
social media, online banking, online shops…
We could say, we have come to rely so much
on them that we now can’t imagine a day
without our smartphones.
Not only that, but even when we do change
our mobile device - and we do that fairly
regularly - we tend to keep the same phone
number.
These two facts together are what make
mobile identity a possibility. A way for us to
identify ourselves while using different
services, to verify transactions, to verify
online and in-store payments, and much
more… But, at the same time, this has
brought a host of new security challenges
that have gained prominence in recent years.
One example is SIM swapping - a new type
of crime that is unique to mobile operators. In
it, criminals trick mobile operators into putting
your phone number on to a new SIM card

under criminals’ control. And this leads to them
gaining control of all the services that use your
phone number to authenticate you - usually
using the SMS 2FA method. In the last two
years, millions of dollars’ worth of
cryptocurrency were stolen this way.
Legal frameworks to protect against this are
coming up quickly, and the EU's PSD2 is one
such example. This regulation will help protect
users when dealing with banks, fintech
services, and online shopping, but brings a
new set of challenges to these companies they must provide new ways of authenticating
their users without worsening their user
experience, or they could lose users.
This calls for an innovative solution to drive
mobile identity services. A solution that will
help mobile operators and service providers
protect their users, keep them secure and their
data safe while improving their user
experience while using their smartphone apps.
The solution is called IPification. Based on
partnerships with mobile operators, our
solution enables frictionless user
authentication during login, transaction
verification, online payment and a lot more.
To find out more, reach out to our own Mark
Harvey during Identity Summit London 2020
and visit our website at www.ipification.com

SPONSORS

Our thanks to all our sponsors and
partners for Identity Summit London
2020

GOLD SPONSORS
Hitachi’s Security Business Group specialises in securing today’s digital world by providing sophisticated security
solutions for ensuring a user’s identity, when logging on, performing transactions and gaining access to company assets
either virtual or physical. It has been delivering Finger Vein Biometric technology for nearly 20 years to customers
globally including Barclays and many other leading banks and world brands.
Mitek (NASDAQ: MITK) is a global leader in mobile capture and digital identity verification solutions built on the latest
advancements in computer vision, artificial intelligence and machine learning. Mitek’s identity verification solutions
enable an enterprise to verify a user’s identity during a digital transaction, which assists businesses operating in highly
regulated markets to reduce financial risk and meet regulatory requirements while increasing revenue from digital
channels. Financial services, marketplaces and other organisations around the world use Mitek to reduce friction
creating the digital experiences their customers expect. Mobile Deposit® and Mobile Verify® are used by millions of
consumers for check deposit, new account opening and more. The company is based in San Diego with offices in New
York, London, Amsterdam, Barcelona, Paris and St Petersburg. Learn more at www.miteksystems.com.
Digital identity management is complex and risky. Ubisecure offers a comprehensive and proven identity management
solution to help organisations better manage and protect customer and partner digital identity data. As well as managing
risk against breaches, using Ubisecure greatly improves how users register, engage and use the organisation’s
application, whether it’s a web, mobile or a legacy service. Developers use Ubisecure Identity-as-a-Service to quickly
implement simple use cases like Single Sign-On and MFA, and as the use cases become more complex and require
advanced capabilities, Ubisecure offers a feature rich Identity Platform that can be deployed to a private cloud or onpremise.

SILVER SPONSORS
Founded in 2000, Daon is a privately held software company that has pioneered methods for securely and conveniently
combining biometric and identity capabilities with large-scale deployments that span payments verification, digital
banking, wealth, insurance, telcos, and securing borders and critical infrastructure. Daon creates products to help
manage identities in six continents, across the full identity lifecycle including onboarding, authentication and recovery,
thus eliminating the threat of security breaches and fraud. Throughout the world, Daon has developed identity assurance
software that allows government and commercial enterprises to establish trust that someone is who they claim to be.
IPification is an innovative mobile identity solution that enables mobile operators and service providers to grow their
revenue by protecting their users and providing a smooth authentication user experience. It is based on leading industry
standards to enable secure user authentication, does not share users' sensitive private data and provides an
exceptional UX that leads to higher user retention and loyalty. IPification protects against SIM Swap attacks, detects
device changes and enables proximity-based services.

STRATEGIC PARTNER
Women in Identity was founded in 2019 to inspire, elevate and support our members to help create a more diverse
workforce across the identity industry. From support through coaching, mentoring and access to job boards to research
and product testing we aim to ensure that digital identity solutions built for everyone are built by everyone – to the
exclusion of no one, regardless of gender, ethnicity, age or status. www.womeninidentity.org
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